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S E C T I O N  1

About the Author

Craig Willard was born and raised in Frankfort, Ken-
tucky. He received his undergrad in Organizational 
Management and M.B.A. through Midway college. 
He is currently enrolled at Capella University pursu-
ing his Ph.D. in Industrial/Organizational Psychol-
ogy.  Living his life as an open book, Craig openly 
shares pain, shame, fears and transformations in an 
effort to show people that it is not what happens to 
you, rather how you handle it and respond that really 
matters. Craig has worked in Healthcare Information 
Technology for 12 years with 5 years as a Director of  

Information Technology. In this role, Craig is responsi-
ble for day - to - day activities including coaching and mentoring staff. This is 
where Craig really began to understand his passions in coaching and mentoring. 
Through his experiences as a single father searching for the balance in work life 
while completing his education, Craig understands the balancing act life requires. 
After losing a great job many years ago, battling unemployment and living with 
friends and family, Craig has been able to experience many less than fortunate 
situations. Craig has learned that every situation is different and requires different 
means of  resolution. This is key to ensure you get exactly what you need and not a 
cookie cutter coach. As a Coach, Craig is a co-pilot between where the client is 
and where they want to be. In this partnership, he is confidential, committed, open 
and honest. If  you are finding yourself  in a rut, stuck in the same old patterns that 
you are unable to break or want to step in a new direction but are unaware of  how 
to, Craig will help you get there. What are you waiting on? He is ready to see you 
"unlock your mind to a Better you”. U:Discovered, are you ready? You can find 
him at: www.U-Discovered.com 
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Preface

It is no secret we want to be happy.  After all, happiness is the holy grail of  life.  
We desire happiness in our careers, at home, in our relationships and with our 
friends. For many, happiness seems to evade us. The truth is, when we are un-
happy, we tend to fall in a relentless cycle of  negativity.  As we "practice", for a 
lack of  better terms, being unhappy, we begin to create a habit of  it and struggle 
breaking out the cycle.  I've spent the better part of  the last few years reflecting on 
my life and the areas where I have struggled with happiness.  I’ve listened through 
countless coaching sessions where clients were struggling with their happiness. 
 This book has evolved from life taught lessons.  Use it as a situational toolkit.  You 
will find this book pinpoints common areas that people can improve their happi-
ness and do it quickly.  For those who struggle with happiness, this book will help 
you develop a foundation of  happiness you will continue to build upon.  If  you 
consider yourself  happy, this book may uncover an area in which you can expand 
upon.  Use this book as a reference in which you can refer back to at any time.  As 
you read and apply the tips embedded in the following pages, your mind will begin 
to shift towards a greater level of  happiness.  The world will start to open up to 
you as it has never done before.  Are you ready?  Let’s begin.
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Happiness Begins 
Here

Have you ever tried to ask yourself  for happiness?  I don’t mean in your head.  
Have you ever looked in the mirror and literally asked yourself  for happiness?  
What does happiness feel like?  In order to become happier, you must first ask 
yourself  for it and then believe you can be happy.  Once you believe you can be 
happy, you must create your happiness.  You can't buy happiness at Kroger on isle 
8.  You must create it. 

If  you are unhappy, what are you doing that is making you unhappy?  A quick 
and dirty solution would be to do less of  that!  Let’s get more in-depth into many 
areas that could be holding you back from 
being happier.

You are beautiful

“Beauty comes from within”

An AOL survey of  over 45,000 women 
found that almost 60% said they 'hated' the 
way they looked.  That is approximately 
27,000 women.  The survey also found that 
about 35% were moderately happy and 
only 5% were happy with the way they 
looked.
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The largest complaint was losing weight and/or toning up.  34% said soci-
al situations made them body shy and 23% felt shy about sunbathing. 
 40% said they constantly worried about their bodies while 25% said their body 
bothered them most when they shopped for clothing.

Over 50% of  the women surveyed say they would go under the knife to fix 
their body.  Sheila Shang, of  AOL, said "we are living in a world obsessed by fad 
dieting, celebrity makeovers and image...so it's not surprising that people set them-
selves such high standards that can sometimes be unrealistic."

"Don't look at me!"  "I look horrible!" "I don't look good in a bathing suit!".  I 
have personally heard these statements.  It is mind blowing what the media, and 
society has done to us mentally.  You have seen it, magazines display people who 
are flawless however they don’t tell you the images are often edited.  Their “flaws” 
are digitally perfected which we end up using as a means of  measurement. 

Did you know that you are your our own worst critic?  Did you realize you see 
you not as others see you?  We see every little imperfection in ourselves however 
those around you generally don’t see them.  Your imperfections truly make you 
unique and special, not ugly and unwanted.

Know you are beautiful, know that you don't have to look like something out of  
a magazine to get the love you deserve.  Confidence, no matter your physical char-
acteristics, is far more attractive.  People may try to make you feel bad about your 
looks by making fun of  you.  Did you know that when someone gets to you, when 
they take your happiness away, you are giving them permission?  Don't give them 
permission!!!  As we get older, our looks change. Find a way to spend more of  your 
time loving life and those who love you than spending time on the pursuit of  some-
one else's expectation of  you!

You really are beautiful just the way you are.  You are unique.  You are special. 
 If  anyone tells you different, remove them from your life and find people who love 
you for who you are!  The next time someone ask you to take a picture, don't shy 
away or say you look horrible, take the picture and smile, because you are beauti-
ful and you deserve to be happy.   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The World is a Reflection 

Did you know that positive thinkers are not as common as negative thinkers. 
 For those who are negative thinkers, thinking positively tends to require a lot of  
effort however negative thinking comes almost automatically. Both are a bi-
product of  our environment, education and upbringing.

“If you have been brought up in a happy and positive atmosphere, there is more 

probability that it will be easier for you to think positively. However, If you have been 

brought up under poor or difficult situations, you will more probably be attracted to 

negative thinking.” said Remez Sasson

The world as you see it, is a reflection of  you.  If  you are a negative thinker, 
your life and the situations you get into will most likely mirror that.  If  you believe 
you will not be successful, there is a good chance you will self-sabotage every 
chance to succeed.  If  meeting people or having relationships is something you 
fear, you will do almost anything in your power to avoid those situations.  You may 
even complain about not being loved and how lonely you are because that is all 
you know. 
 
Do you fear failing or are you worried about bad things happening to you?  Do 
you find that you are stuck in life and unable to improve or think you do not de-
serve something?  If  so, there is a strong possibility that you are closing yourself  
off  to opportunities and that you behave or react in such a way that will keep op-
portunities and people away from you.  
 
Media doesn't help us any here.  I often say the only good that comes from the 
nightly news is “good evening” and “good night”.  By occupying our time with 
negative thoughts, we accept that as the standard.  We can begin to focus on them 
and eventually that is all we will notice.  
 
The good news?  If  you are a negative thinker, you can change your mental atti-
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tude.  It will take work, it’s worth it though.  Here are some simple tips to help you 
overcome negative thinking.

1. Make it a point to find the positive side of  things.  Instead of  hating to get 
up to go to work, be thankful that you have a job.

2. Visualize success.  What we focus on we create.  By visualizing failure, you 
are destined to find it. 

3. Instead of  saying, "I can’t", say, "I can". Most of  the time you can, but 
choose to say "can’t" due to fear, laziness or lack of  self  esteem.

4. Do you repeat negative words and phrases in your mind? Change them to 
positive ones. Yes, this requires you to be more alert and to expend some effort 
however you do want to change negative thinking into positive thinking, don't 
you?

5. Allow more positive attitude into your life. Have more faith in yourself  and 
expect positive results. Affirmations and visualization can take you a long way 
in this direction.

6. Decide that from this very moment, you are only going to think positively.  
Start right now with positive thinking and behavior.

7. Sometimes the fear of  being let down causes people to think negatively.  
Things may not work out the way you want, don't let that affect your belief  
that something will happen. 

Fault

“Don’t find fault, find a remedy” - Henry Ford

How easy is it to find fault in others, to blame them for something that went 
wrong?  Yes, it is pretty easy and the reason why people do it.  If  I blame others, 
that means I am not accountable for fixing it nor am I responsible for the damage 
it causes.  We blame others for the stresses in our lives, for the weight we have 
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gained, for picking up bad habits like smoking and yada. yada. Blame, Blame, 
Blame.  We love it, don't we? Well, not really but it seems that way.

Life is a huge lesson that teaches us about ourselves through the actions and in-
teractions of  others.  I used to blame others for the bad in my life, for being fired 
or for losing a relationship and even for feeling down.  By doing this, I never got 
anywhere.  If  I had to be honest with myself, I was more like a boy than a man. 
Why?  Because I refused to accept responsibility and accountability for the situa-
tions I was in and the actions I took.  We are actually in control more than we 
think.  Now, this could seem a bit harsh but if  you sit back with an open mind, this 
really isn't harsh at all...

The truth is, when we blame others… we provide them with empowerment 
and leave behind an opportunity for us to change.  Instead of  working on resolu-
tions and changes to ourselves, we push the hard work and effort onto those we 
blame, who end up doing nothing different.  Here we can easily insert the defini-
tion of  insanity by Albert Einstein - "doing the same thing over and over again 
and expecting a different result."

In order to avoid "Insanity", I offer this, do not blame others for a situation.  In-
stead, accept responsibility. It doesn’t really matter whose fault it is.  What is impor-
tant is that we find resolution.  What can that way of  thinking hurt?  When bad 
things happen, I prefer it to be my fault.  When it is my fault, I am empowered to 
fix it.  I can now be responsible and accountable by asking myself  "What shall I do 
about this?".  

If  I am overweight, I need to empower myself  to eat better and become more 
physically active instead of  blaming fast food, or stress.  If  someone stresses me 
out, instead of  blaming them, I can self  reflect and see what I need to do to rid my-
self  of  the stress.  Maybe I need to have a nice sit down with this person, and ask 
something like.. "I've noticed that things I do seem to bother you to the point we 
both get stressed out.  How can I help us get through this?  What can I do better?" 
 This could be the very dialog to minimize stress or maybe I need to remove that 
person from my life all together.  We live in an imperfect world, things are going to 
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go wrong.  It is far more empowering to recognize the issue and work together to 
resolve it than to say, "that is not my fault.. that is not my problem".  

On the other side,  when we blame others, we could significantly affect their 
mental health.  If  we blame others enough, we could lower their self-esteem.  Did 
you know that blaming could be perceived as emotional abuse?  

In the end.. blaming almost never ends in resolution or improvement and steals 
happiness away.  Instead of  blame, which is focused on the past, look at the issue 
at hand and work to resolve the issue.  This can minimize stress and make you hap-
pier.

Love Yourself

“You, yourself, as much as anybody in the entire universe, deserve your love and 

affection - 

Do you love yourself ?  What is your self-talk like?  Interestingly enough, how 
you feel about yourself  is expressed outwardly.  It is even expressed in how you 
hold yourself  (posture).  Ever notice that people with low self  esteem often slouch 
and sag their shoulders?  People can tell if  you love yourself  by the effort you give 
towards putting your best foot forward.  It is also not uncommon for people who 
do not love themselves to seek isolation.  Often times they don’t feel they are good 
enough to belong.

What you accept, you teach.  If  you don’t love yourself, you will teach others 
that it is ok to not love you as well.  It all starts with you.  You must first love your-
self  before you can love anyone else and you must first love yourself  before you 
can be loved.  When you don’t love yourself, you will accept being mistreated.  You 
will accept life as if  you are not running it, as if  you are a victim.  Have faith in 
yourself.  Believe in yourself  and love yourself.  Jim Carrey once said, “Hope is a 
beggar, hope walks through the fire and faith leaps over it.” 
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Psychology Today ex-
plains self  love as  “a 
state of  appreciation 
for oneself  that grows 
from action that sup-
ports our physical, psy-
chological and spiri-
tual growth.  Self-love 
is Dynamic.”  

How do you develop 
self  love? Respect 
your temple. Look 
back at all you have 
been through.   No-

tice how strong you actually are for making it.  Reading this book means you have 
survived!  That speaks volumes about your strength and perseverance!  

“Today you are You, that is truer than true. There is no one alive who is Youer than 

You.” - Dr. Seuss.  

It is hard work and draining to be someone you are not.  Maybe you feel like 
people will not like the real you.  Be you anyway, this is part of  loving yourself. 
 The alignment of  your internal core values will help you remove internal conflict 
you may have.   Now I know, you will tell me that you have flaws, right?  I ask you 
though, who are you judging yourself  against?  The flaws you speak of  are actu-
ally judgments that you place upon yourself  while comparing yourself  to others.  
You are not flawed. You are exactly the person you are supposed to be.  Don’t say 
you have imperfection!  Instead, let’s rephrase that to IM-PERFECT! 
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Thoughts

It is easy to get caught up in others opinions of  you.  One of  my favorite speak-
ers is Les Brown. He once said, "What people think about you is none of  your busi-
ness".  Honestly, they don't always have your best interest in mind.  They don't al-
ways care if  you are living your dreams or not.  It is your responsibility to live your 
life, not the life others want for you.  True happiness can only be reached by living 
the life you want for yourself.  This is especially important when you are trying to 
make positive changes in your life. 

Just because people are in your life doesn’t give them the right to make deci-
sions for you.  We often seek validation and approval for things in which we do.  I 
get that, however, the only validation and approval you need is your own.  If  you 
must, I would suggest that you evaluate who you are getting approval and valida-
tion from closely.  Some may not actually want you to succeed.  Make sure it is 
someone who truly wants to see you succeed, even beyond their own successes.  
Opinions are not facts although your friends might disagree.  Avoid living through 
others opinions.  As Dr. Steve Marabou once said, “If  you fuel your journey on 
the opinions of  others, you are going to run out of  gas!”  

Belief

“Your Beliefs pave the way to your success or block it.” - Martha Sinetar 

There was an elephant at a circus that was always chained to a pole. This pole 
was very small and was hardly shoved into the ground.  As an infant, he tried to 
break away several times but was not strong enough to do so. Over time though, 
he grew to become monstrous. One day, something bad happened.  The circus 
area accidentally caught fire, the elephant was unable to escape and unfortunately 
died. But why?  He was enormous, and could have easily ripped the pole out of  
the ground and run away.  The problem was, he had a self-limiting belief  from his 
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younger years.  He believed he was unable to break free from the poll so he didn't 
move.  The elephant accepted his weakness and submitted to his destiny. This 
enormous and powerful elephant we can see in circus’s is not running away be-
cause the poor animal thinks he can’t. The memory of  the weakness he felt shortly 
after his birth is forever engraved in his mind. And the worst thing is that he never 
seriously questioned this belief. He never tried to test his strength…

This is a sad story.  Can you relate?  What limiting beliefs do you have that are 
limiting you?  The power of  belief  is so incredibly strong. We all have been the ele-
phant.  It's just how it is, right? We live our life chained to the beliefs that have re-
moved our true freedom.  Our beliefs make us say "I can’t" because at one point in 
our life, we couldn't or we tried and didn't succeed.  So, what is that chain and 
stick to you?  Maybe that you were slow, that you were weak or that you were not 
smart enough?  Did someone tell you that you were worthless?  If  you were told 
things like that, its possible that you still believe them to be true.  Are you alright 
with that?  Is it working out for you?  Not likely, remember.. if  you don't believe in 
yourself, how can anyone else believe in you?

Here is what I offer... Instead of  living within the boundaries you have set up 
through you beliefs and assumptions, break through those belief  chains attached 
to you.  Say to yourself  "I can!" with all your power and from deep within your 
soul! 

For example, Since the beginning of  time, people held the belief  that running a 
sub 4-minute mile was impossible.  No one had done it therefore no one believed 
it could ever be done. Then, on May 6, 1954 a man by the name of  Roger Bannis-
ter ran the mile in 3 minutes and 59.4 seconds.  The belief  that a sub 4-minute 
mile was impossible was no longer valid.  Just 46 days later, John Landy beat that 
time by completing a mile in 3 minutes and 58 seconds.  Over the next year, 100 
runners broke the 4-minute mile.  The following year?  Over 300 runners ran un-
der a 4-minute mile!

How powerful was that belief ?  When we are told or have never seen someone 
do something, we develop limiting beliefs that it can’t happen when in fact it 
could.  Just because someone hasn’t succeeded in the past doesn’t mean someone 
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can’t succeed.  The fear of  failure causes people to be “realistic.”  Because people 
fear failure, they end up with limiting results.  In the story of  the 4-minute mile, 
once the sub 4-minute mile became reality, failure was no longer feared allowing 
more people to run the mile in under 4 minutes.

So, I ask you.. What stories are you telling yourself  that are limiting your results 
or keeping you from doing something all together?  Do you tell yourself  you are 
not good enough, not strong enough or not smart enough to do something?  Are 
you telling yourself  that you can't be as good as (or better than) the person you ad-
mire or look up to?

These thoughts, your beliefs, are limiting you as your beliefs are ALWAYS right 
until your begin to question them and change them!  What do you do?  If  nothing 
else,  error on the side of  overestimating your abilities without putting your life at 
risk.  By underestimating your abilities through limiting beliefs, you will certainly 
prove yourself  right. 

A few thoughts to help you out..

• Just like Roger Bannaster, you are powerful beyond measure.  You are better 
than your beliefs.  It is time to realize it!

• The past doesn’t equal the present or the future… Unless your beliefs from 
your past are limiting you in the now!

• Failure only happens when you completely give up.  As long as you have 
made a decision, committed to it and take massive action, there are only results 
to your action, not failures.  Continue to hone your actions until you get the re-
sults you are looking for.

• Regardless to what you are wanting to do...a new career, a new house or run-
ning a triathlon, evaluate your beliefs and question them.  They may very well be 
keeping you from doing the impossible!
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The Power of  Words

“Words can inspire and words can destroy.  Choose yours well” - Robin Sharma

Whether it is our self-talk or what we say to someone.  The words we speak 
carry meaning well beyond the dictionary.  Words have the ability to unite, moti-
vate and inspire.  Words also have the powerful ability to re-enforce undesirable 
patterns in our thoughts and actions that leave us debilitated and unhappy.  We 
can even do this subconsciously, our mind on autopilot.  Here are 5 words that I 
would like you to think long and hard about as they can steal your happiness!

• TRY

• “I will try!”  Imagine being 10 hours from home, you are flying back to-
night and you need someone to come get you.  You call your friend asking if  
they can pick you up at 10pm.  They respond with “ I will try”.  What does 
that tell you?  That they are lacking in commitment.  That they may or may 
not be there.   Is that ok?  What stories do you tell yourself  using this word?  
That you will try to get to the gym tonight or that you will try to become hap-
pier?  That you will try to run faster?  Maybe you will try to achieve some 
major goal in your life? The power of  this word is massive.   When you say 
try, you are telling yourself  and others that it is acceptable to not commit, 
that it is acceptable to sell yourself  short, that it is acceptable to do less than 
you are capable of.  I challenge you to say ”I will”.  This word can and will 
change your life. 

• CAN'T - 

• “I can’t!”  Do you tell yourself  this?  That something can’t be done?  One 
thing is for certain, if  you tell yourself  you can’t, you will absolutely prove 
yourself  right!  As they say, can’t never did anything.   Instead of  saying “I 
can’t”, say “I can”  and when you do this, I assure you, you can. 
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• NEVER

• “I could never do that!”  Really? Have you tried before?  O’ you haven’t!  
Hmmm.. never say never.   As soon as you say never, you mentally limit your 
abilities, you sell yourself  short and as with the other words, you will prove 
yourself  right!  Don’t use this word in explaining your abilities.

• FAILURE (FAIL)

• You don’t fail until you quit.  That is the only failure that is possible.  
There are only results to your actions.  If  the result is not what you expected, 
change your actions until the results meets or exceeds the expectation.  Let 
me repeat, You do not fail until you quit!  Are you a quitter?  I didn’t think 
so!

• BUT

• I want to start working out "but"... (Enter excuse here).  I want a better 
job "but"...(Enter excuse here)  Everything after but destroys what was said 
before it.  How many people want something but they would rather have the 
excuse that limits their ability?  How bad do you want something?  If  you are 
saying “but”, your focus is on the reason you’re unable to do something in-
stead of  focusing your efforts on how you can do something!

• IMPOSSIBLE

•  “Oh, that’s not possible!”  Remember the story of  Mr. Bannaster in 1954 
and how impossible a Sub 4 minute mile was?    How impossible was flying 
to the Wright Brothers?   When a novice runner starts to run, they may feel 
that running a marathon is impossible. Yet after a few months of  training, it 
is absolutely doable!  What are you telling yourself  that is limiting your abil-
ity for greatness.  You are great, you are powerful. 

The words above breed inaction!  The words above destroy action and without 
action, nothing can be done.  Do you desire change yet you can’t seem to get 
there?  Do you want to reach goals yet you can’t seem to move forward?  Have you 
thought about the stories you tell yourself ?  That you will try or that you can’t, 
that you can never be good or that you are afraid of  failure?  That you want to do 
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something but….?    You are powerful beyond measure.  You are only limited by 
the beliefs in your mind.  The great thing is you can master your beliefs! You will 
do anything you want because you can!  I challenge you to rid yourself  of  these 
words.  I challenge you to make a decision, take action and get what it is you want 
out of  life.  Removing these words from your vocabulary will go a long way in get-
ting you there!

Difficult People

“Dwelling on the negative simply contributes to its power” – Shirley MacLaine

We have all experienced difficult people.  You know them as Slackers, Drama 
Queens / Kings, Perfectionist, Negative Nancy’s, The Great Debaters, The Happi-
ness  Stealers..the list goes on.  As easy as they are to find, most find it extremely 
difficult to work with them.  Dealing with difficult people can take every bit of  en-
ergy out of  you if  you are not prepared to handle the situation appropriately.  Be-
low are some tips that can make a big difference in the situation and bring happi-
ness back to your life.

 

• Empathize with them

• We are a product of  our past; often times we don’t know what is causing 
someone to become difficult.  When we remember how much a difficult per-
son could be suffering, it is easier to stay focused on minimizing negativity as 
opposed to defending yourself.

• Mirroring

• Are you potentially displaying any negative body language others may be 
mirroring?

• Temper your emotional response.

• If  you don’t want an emotional response, don’t provide one.
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• Listen

• Compassionately listen without interruptions, seek understanding of  
them.

• Often times people just want to be heard, let them speak. (this may be a 
quick fix)

• Eye Contact

• When communicating with a difficult person, make sure to keep eye con-
tract.

• Don’t take it personal

• Their very intention for their behavior could be to draw you in.  Don’t let 
them.

• Oftentimes the issue is internal however it presents itself  as external.

• Be a learner

• No one deserves excessive emotions in someone’s tone.  Weigh their ideas 
with the willingness to learn.  Some of  the most useful lessons learned can 
come from people we wished weren't right.

• Attracted to these people?

• Do you now have a stake in this?

• If  you find that you are attracted to these people, you should take an hon-
est look within yourself  to understand why.

• Acceptance

• Have you ever?

• Wish he/she could be more positive.

• Consistently put yourself  in situations where you feel bad because you 
want to help, because you want him/her to be happy.
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• The best you can do is accept him/her as they are, let them know you be-
lieve in their ability to be happy, and then give them space to make the 
choice.

• Keep Interactions short, logical

• Give up the dream of  them being who YOU want them to be.

• Agree – Empathize – Inquire

• Agreeing and empathizing can reduce the confrontation quickly, this 
doesn't mean you have to agree only that you understand (“You’re Right, this 
is a tough situation” or “I can see how this makes you upset”).

• Inquire by changing the confrontation to team problem solving.

Are you still unsuccessful?  You may find that this person has a potential person-
ality disorder and engages in dysfunctional or inflexible patterns of  thought.  
Don’t call them out on your assumptions and don’t let this dysfunction affect your 
quality of  life.  By affecting your life, you may be susceptible to stress, burnout, de-
pression, anxiety, fear, and/or physical illness.  Before you give up completely, are 
you asking yourself  the tough questions?  Are you honestly an innocent victim?  
Are you potentially contributing to the issue?  Have you done everything in your 
power to make the situation better?  If  the thought of  these questions upsets you, 
there is more here than you realize.  Take a deep look into your own thoughts and 
see if  you can figure out what is going on.

Ask yourself  “is the stress I deal with worth the strain on my mind and body?”  
If  the answer is “No”, consider your alternatives.   You could transfer to a differ-
ent department or even speak to your supervisor or direct report.  If  you chose this 
path, be open and honest.  Let them know that things are starting to affect you 
and you need help.  Try to avoid drastic moves like quitting your job or giving 
your supervisor an ultimatum.
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My final thoughts are this –

• Control your response

• You can take the power of  difficult people away by controlling how YOU 
react and respond to their workplace antics.  Ultimately, are you are going to 
allow them to hijack your happiness?

• We live in a world of  victimization

• It is common to feel like the victim however it takes true inner strength to 
take a step back and check our own actions.

• Are we giving off  negative verbal and/or nonverbal cues that 
could be inducing or negatively influencing difficult people?

• Are we being emphatic?

• Put yourself  in their shoes.

• Don’t judge them

Relationships

“Relationships require an equal amount of effort from both people.”

I am no stranger to failed relationships.  I’ve stayed in them longer than I 
should, said things I shouldn’t have and did things that were not the best thing to 
do.  Case in point, we all make mistakes.  We can easily look back and say, I should 
have... I could have… I would have… The rear view is where our past resides and 
while its good to be aware of  our life story, it’s more important to live in the pre-
sent moment.  If  we put our past relationship failures upon our future or current 
relationships, we are in trouble.  I’m not a great cook but that is a promising recipe 
for disaster.  This is also called transference.  Mild forms of  depression from a bad 
breakup or even fears that the next person will be like the last construct assump-
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tions we transfer to our beliefs.  One thing is for certain, we always “know” our be-
liefs to be true.

Have you ever met someone for the first time you felt you knew almost instant-
ly?  There is a good chance you are replaying your past subconsciously and con-
necting the dots.  The person you just met cues associations and familiarities with 
information and characteristics of  your past.  We look for patterns and especially 
in relationships.  Immediate impressions of  the new person can fit patterns that 
are familiar to us regarding aversion and attraction.  Aversions are negative things 
we dislike about ourselves we project onto others while attraction is the positive 
things including the promise for fulfillment.  When you run into situations where 
you feel like you instantly know someone, try to pay attention to the continued 
information.  Look at the second and third impression.  Recognize what exists cur-
rently, such as how someone actually behaves.  Avoid hoping for someone to be-
come something different.  You should focus more on the present moment and 
what they are today.

Here are several principles that can help you improve your relationship:

• Appreciate the person you are with for what they are vs criticizing them for 
what they are not.

• When people “show” you who they are, believe them. – Maya Angelou

• The meaning of  the communication may be best indicated by the response 
you receive.

• Not the right response?  Maybe there was a breakdown?

• If  what you are doing is not working, rather than doing it harder, think about 
doing it differently.

• Each person has a point of  view.

• What someone believes IS more important than what they know.

• Be Authentic – do not “require” a certain response in communication.

• The best time to teach fire safety is not when your house is burning down.  
Strike when the iron is COLD.
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• There are VERY few emergencies – It is acceptable to take time to respond 
and get back to someone.  This will allow you to avoid the afterthought of  “ I 
should have said…”.

• To forgive someone is to free yourself  – if  you hold onto it, you will carry the 
pain around with you.

• You cannot change yourself  by changing someone else.  Just like you, others 
can only change themselves.  Do not try change them, love them for who they 
are.

• Do not live your dreams or aspiration through others.  To live any unex-
pressed part of  yourself  through others can be unsatisfying, addictive and de-
structive.

Failure?

“Success is most often achieved by those who don’t know that failure is inevitable.” - 

Coco Chanel

When you visit a store to purchase something, you see the product in its fin-
ished state. What you do not see is the hours of  hard work that went into creating 
the product you just bought. Think about the light bulb.  Thomas Edison didn’t 
create the bulb on his first attempt. It has been said that he tried 10,000 times be-
fore he created the first light bulb. As he said, "I didn’t fail 10,000 times, I found 
10,000 ways it didn’t work."

How critical were the 10,000th time Edison tried? What would have happened 
if  he had stopped at his 100th attempt? Could you imagine life without light 
bulbs? 

Your life is no different. You decide on what you are going to do and you take 
massive action to get it done. Don’t get bogged down with the thought of  perfec-
tion. You will be blind to the progress you have already made with this mindset. 
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Don’t get bent up in thinking you MUST get it right the first time. In fact, I will be 
willing to bet that if  you achieve something the first time, your goal wasn’t difficult 
enough to bring you any level of  satisfaction.

As you start working towards your goal, review your results to see how they 
align. If  you are unintentionally heading in the wrong direction, regroup and 
change your course of  action.  Head in a different direction. Don’t stop! As long as 
you never stop heading towards your goals, you can never fail!

Live a life of Purpose

“The purpose of life is to live a life of purpose.”

A job can drain you of  happiness yet some of  the happiest people have aligned 
their career with their purpose.  How many times have you asked yourself.. “Why 
am I here?”, “Everyone says we have a purpose however, I don’t really know 
mine.”  If  you have asked yourself  this, you will find this section very helpful.

Do you remember the “Tank Man” 
back in the 80's?  The “Tank Man” 
stood in front of  a long line of  Chi-
nese military tanks to stop their pro-
gress.  It is one of  the most powerful 
iconic pictures I can remember.  
When you see this picture, have you 
ever envisioned yourself  being that 
person?   How about the story of  
Rosa Parks?  She was told to move to 

the back of  the bus by the bus driver yet she refused to get up, she took a stance 
for what she felt was right.  What about movies like A Walk To Remember, Lin-
coln Lawyer, The Pursuit of  Happiness, Gran Torino, 300, Hotel Rwanda, and 
even Taken.  All of  these movies have one common thread that we attach to.  
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They are heroic stories.  We admire their bravery and strength and often envision 
ourselves doing what they have once done.  These heroes did not have any special 
powers.  They were ordinary people, just like you and me, doing extraordinary 
things.  They CHOSE to act!  The power of possibility we see from what they 
do inspires us and even bring us to emotionally respond at times. 

Being heroic requires selflessness and nobility.  We all have this ability.  They do 
what must be done.  They don’t think about it, they act.  They are people who 
stand up to adversity and resistance for what is right, regardless to their internal 
fears and beliefs.  Like the Tank Man, we can relate on a very deep level because 
of  their heroism. Why?

We do have a purpose for living!  We ARE here for a reason.  The reason we 
relate to heroic movies and other heroic stories is that we too want to be a hero to 
others.  They give to something greater than themselves.  They don't do it for 
fame and fortune, they do it because they are selfless and noble!  They put others 
first because it is the right thing to do and it subconsciously connects us together.

Think about all the times you were able to help your friends through hard 
times, bathe your best friend who was hurt in a car accident, pulled over to help 
someone change their tire, gave someone money when they were short.  That time 
when you donated to the needy, took a meal to a friend who lost a loved one.  
These are heroic actions.  They drive connectedness and increase our overall 
positivity.  These actions may not seem like much to you however, to them, you are 
their hero! 

As simple as I can say it, your life purpose is to be great, to be important...to be 
a HERO. How?  By using your own personal growth, development and experi-
ence to help those in need, to give back to them and our society.  Being a hero to 
someone is intrinsically motivating.  It’s really that simple and something you can 
do everyday!

So, now that you know this is your purpose, what do you do with it?  Looking 
at your personal and professional life, most of  us do not pay much attention to the 
connection of  our purpose and what we do.  Most didn't know our purpose.  In 
fact, not knowing why we do what we do is often a major demotivator.  From an 
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employee perspective, not having a why for what we do can lead to 
disengagement. 

Whatever you do, seek out how you can be a hero.  This will help you tie your 
purpose to your life and your work.  If  you are a mechanic, your heroism (pur-
pose) is helping someone who may be without a car or stranded to gain his or her 
freedom back by getting their car running again.  If  you are a nurse, your heroism 
is helping your patients get well while comforting their family.  If  you are a cashier 
at the local supermarket, you may not realize the customer you are working with 
has a horrible home life and they may hate their job.  By asking them about their 
day and showing that you care, you could become their hero with just a few simple 
caring questions. No matter what your job is, you are providing a service to others, 
focus on the helping part not the job part.  Maybe you are a call center employee 
and often get fed up with the calls.  As with most call centers, customers don’t call 
asking about the weather, they call because they need some level of  help.  They 
are reaching out to YOU to help them.  You are their hero when you empathize 
with them and work as a team to get resolution.  Even if  they are mad, talking 
them off  the ledge is heroic to those you served.  They might even call you their 
HERO in the end!!  That feeling is something you can’t duplicate.  If  you are a 
training coach, you are a hero to those you help as you push them to limits they 
never thought were possible.

We often think we are in the banking business, healthcare, food industry or 
even sales.  Right?  You tell people what “industry” you work in.  The truth is, 
you are really in the people business.  Our work is about relationships and 
connectedness.  By looking at your career, understand you are in the business of  
people.  Recognize that your purpose in life is to be someones hero, to help them 
out, to give back.  Look at your role, focus on how it’s helping others.  If  you focus 
on this part of  your position, you will find happiness within it. You can also be a 
hero for donating blood, bone morrow, being an organ donor, and even donating 
time to charity. Be someone’s hero today and live out your purpose!  You will re-
ceive more in return than you could have ever bought!
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Forgiveness

“The weak can never forgive.  Forgiveness is the attribute of the strong.” - Ghandi

Every religion understands how powerful forgiveness is.  There is so much 
power in forgiveness.  That "Whew" moment when you let go and forgive.  You im-
mediately become happier. Yes, this can be challenging, sometimes it’s just easier 
to do it than to think of  how.  Tell yourself  out loud that you forgive them. Say it 
often until you can let it go.  The people that hurt others are generally hurt them-
selves.  Love them anyway,  it takes the burden off  you.

Have you ever been a victim of  someone’s actions which cause you to hold a 
grudge and harbor resentment or vengeance towards him or her?  Have you ever 
held a grudge so big that it affects your thoughts?  Grudges affect your actions and 
feelings.  How has holding a grudge or having resentment towards others served 
you?  Does it make you happier?  Does it help you grow as a person?  Does it 
make you a better person?  Think about it, what good is it doing you?

Have you ever said…..  “How could they do this to me?”  “How could they 
hurt me like this?”  “I can’t forgive them for this!” “I hope they DIE!” “Karma’s a 
B@#ch”….  Does that make you feel better?  When you hope someone dies, can 
you hear yourself  wishing death upon someone?  Think about it. 

So, you are mad, right?  I’m sure you have validated the way you feel to your-
self  and others many, many times.  Holding a grudge and having resentment is ac-
tually a stress response.  It is poison to the mind hindering performance and your 
ability to use your brain wisely.  When we get stressed, our natural thought process 
is greatly affected and may cause you to make bad decisions or create actions that 
have massive ramifications on the rest of  your life.  When we are emotional, we 
make illogical decisions.  Grudges and resentment are both emotions meaning that 
when you are experiencing them, you will not act logically.  
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What you are experiencing is fight-or-flight.  Did you know this experience, es-
pecially when held long term, contributes to high blood pressure and even heart 
disease?  As mentioned before, holding a grudge is the same as holding onto stress!

So what do you do about this?

• First and foremost, you must learn to let go and forgive.  What?? “I’m not for-
giving that A$$hole!!!!  They deserve every bit of  it!!”  Yes, you must find it 
within yourself  to forgive.  When you forgive them, it changes the way you proc-
ess information (emotion vs. logic) and how you feel in a positive manner.  Forgiv-
ing someone doesn't do anything at all for the person who offender, it is for you!

• It can be easy to assume you understand the offenders’ perspective.  Do you 
really know their perspective?  One situation at work brought me clarity about 
this point.  A physician yelled me because something didn’t work.  He was pretty 
upset and let me know it.  I could have easily fired right back at him for being in-
appropriate.  Why though?  I totally understood where he was coming from.  He 
had a valid point however his approach was horrible.  Honestly,  I could relate to 
him.  In doing so, I didn’t take it personal.  I understood his perspective and em-
pathized with him.  Empathy has a really neat way of  pulling people away from 
the ledge.

• To forgive, you must accept the situation as it is, not as our emotions want to 
make it.  Our fight-or-flight instincts want to take over and we want to respond.  
Don’t!  What you say or do can cause significantly more damage to all involved 
and even last a lifetime.

• Understand that we are all human and that we all make mistakes.  Just let it 
go and stay positive.  No one can take away your happiness or make you feel a 
certain way without your permission.  If  it’s your decision to hold a grudge, it is 
your body that is holding the poison and spewing it in your words and your 
actions.  You could end up hurting other people and even those you love the 
most..

Choose your actions, responses and words wisely and forgive often!  Forgiving 
others is Empowering!
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Live in the NOW

“The best time to plan a tree is 20 years ago, the second best time is NOW.” -African 

Proverb

I often tell a story that goes like this.. “I was talking to a friend about fitness.  
He noted that he could not run very well nor very fast.  I looked at him and said.. 
Imagine standing on a street corner at an intersection.  On another corner of  that 
intersection, I have a caged animal that has a hunger for humans.  You get a 10 
second head start before I open the cage.  What are you going to do?  He said, 
RUN LIKE HELL, LIKE I'VE NEVER RAN BEFORE.”

You see, we can actually accomplish more than we truly think we can.  In this 
story, my friend wanted to live more than he wanted to die.  It wasn’t an option, he 
was going to live.  The problem lies in the fact that we live our lives as if  we have a 
fallback plan.  This is why there is no power in saying “I will try.”  To try means 
you are preparing yourself  to fail just in case you don’t succeed.  We fail to push 
our limits because it’s not killing us to sit here.  We die with our dreams because 
we don’t put a requirement on our dreams to live it.  We can’t get what we truly de-
sire by holding onto what we don't want.  This includes our beliefs  including those 
we tell ourselves about our inability to do amazing things.  Our past is what holds 
us back.  Our past, however, is only a picture of  that moment on now we were in, 
a snap shot of  how you dealt with your “now.”

Truth – The future does not exist, the past no longer exists.  All we really have 
is the present.  Life is always about the now.  The past is only a recording what you 
did in the now.  With that said, it is time to run like hell and do things that are out-
side of  your comfort zone.  To push your limits and the time is now.  Avoid the 
someday paralysis where you say, " I will do that some day". The fact is, someday 
is not a day.

If  you are not living, you are dying.  Research has proven that if  we are not 
building our bodies with exercise, we are deteriorating.  Research has also proven 
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that if  we do not exercise our brain by stretching its capacity our brains deterio-
rate.

So what are you going to do? Are you living or are you dying…?  Get out there 
and push past your comfort zone.  Do things you have never done to get things 
you have never had!  The power is within you.  Your time is limited to the present 
moment, the now!  Nothing else is guaranteed!  Better make it count!

Get Unstuck

Are you stuck in a rut? Feel like you can’t get out? 

	 First off, do you know why you are stuck in a rut?  Lets think of  yourself  as a 4x4 
truck driving along a dirt path. Let us call this path “Life”.  All of  the sudden, you 
find yourself  going down the same path, over and over again.  You know that feel-
ing, right?  Every time you drive the path, the tire tracks keep getting deeper and 
deeper and deeper. Eventually, you take this path so many times that the tire tracks 
have become too deep.  You begin to start bottoming out because the tire tracks 
are so deep the ground in the middle had stopped you.  This is when you are stuck 
in a rut.
	 We tend to continue to go the same path over and over again.  Life does this with-
out us even thinking about it.  We are pattern seekers looking for familiarity to re-
duce our anxieties. When things are familiar we know the outcome before it 
happens.  Like a child who watches the same show 100 times, they already know 
the outcome.  When you know the outcome, you don’t become anxious.  The prob-
lem here is that what is often familiar is not often good for us.  So how do you get 
out of  a rut?

• Acceptance
• Accept that you are here because of  the choices, the path you took.  When 

you accept responsibility, you can now take control.  Because you chose this 
path, you have the ability to not choose it again.  Take a new path instead.
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• Turn off  your auto pilot
• When you turn off  the autopilot, your subconscious, you can begin to manu-

ally change your course.  Just like a plane, your change in course must be not 
so fast that you upset the airplane (known as anxiety).

• Think
• What we focus on, we create.  Think about what you really want!  Do not fo-

cus on what you don’t want as you will only find more of  what you don’t 
want.  Think only about where you want to go or what you want out of  life.  
Visualize what it will be like and how it will feel once you get there.

• Set S.M.A.R.T. Goals
• Utilize the S.M.A.R.T. goal setting.  Once you realize you really want some-

thing different than what you are currently getting.
• Take Action

• The wining shot in basketball can’t be made if  the shot is never taken.  Your 
chances immediately increase significantly once you take action.  Everyone 
gets in ruts.  The difference between those who stay in a rut vs. those who get 
out is action.

• Mind over Matter
• You will only do what you “think” you can do if  you don’t push or stretch 

yourself.  Arnold Schwarzenegger would not have won bodybuilding compe-
titions if  he only lifted the easy weights.  You must push yourself  to places 
you’ve never done in order to get to places you have never been.  Doing the 
same thing you have always done will get you nothing but what you have al-
ways gotten.

Look at your life as your story and you are the producer.  Look at your plan, your 
strategy to make sure you are writing a smash hit.  You only have one life to live, it 
is time to act… to say yes to your potential.  It doesn’t matter what happens to 
you, what matters is what you do about it.  There are really no outliers, there are 
people who act and there are people who do not, which one will you be?
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Your Past

“Your past is the past and present is just that, a present!”

Are you struggling with something that happened in your past, even something 
recently that seems to be holding you back at this very moment?  Are you de-
pressed due to experiences in your past or feel ashamed?  Please read on, this is life 
changing!

Let me start by saying this….Your past no longer exists except within your 
thoughts.  Those are powerful words yet many of  you reading this might say I am 
wrong.  Maybe you would tell me that you are dealing with deep wounds from 
your past which cause you problems this very moment.   Did you know the only 
way your past exist this very moment is within your own thoughts?  Sure, thoughts 
of  your past affect you deeply however what happened in your past doesn’t actu-
ally affect you any longer because that situation no longer exists.  What does exist 
is the story you tell yourself  about that situation.  Your thought is what is affecting 
you right now.  This is a concept that may be hard to wrap your head around yet it 
is so powerful.  

Imagine waking up tomorrow morning and not being able to remember any-
thing from your past, even the things that hurt you.  When I ask you about your 
past, you literally recall nothing.  Your past would have no influence on how you 
think.  How would that feel like to you? 

So, what you are left with is your personal story of  your past.  Interestingly 
enough, the story you give about a situation may be totally different than someone 
who was there with you.  Their story would be different as their perspective is 
different.  This story you tell yourself  is your interpretation of  what happened to 
you.  However, your past no longer exists. 

The feelings you have today, which you may label as an old wound is actually a 
current feeling.  Did you know your past no longer exists?  The only reason you 
have that feeling NOW is because you are “thinking” about the past.  You are cre-
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ating that pain today that may be similar to the pain you felt in your past yet it is 
not the same pain as back then.  It is a new pain, something you are currently 
creating. 

The great thing about this situation is that in this very moment, your past can 
no longer hurt you unless you are currently living it.  If  you feel ashamed now, it is 
not the past situation that is making you feel ashamed.  Instead, it is your 
current thinking about the past situation that makes you feel ashamed.  In thinking 
about the past in this way, your thoughts about that person or the situation have 
an astounding amount of  power over you.  By continuing to think about it, you 
are continuing to abuse yourself.  Continuing to tear yourself  down.  Your past 
can no longer affect you unless you allow it to.  Unfortunately, you may be causing 
yourself  the pain by continuing to think about the situation.

The great news?  While you can’t change your past, you can change how you 
think about the past and even change how you feel about it!!

Do you want to allow your past to define you?  Of  course not! This robs you of  
your happiness.

Here is something to try.  Make a case that can validate you having a wonderful 
life and then make a case that shows your life as being horrible.  Do this only 
about your life.  Both cases are in fact, your stories yet they will look drastically dif-
ferent, as if  they were written by different people.  One focuses on the positives in 
your life while the other focuses on the negative.  Every situation has a positive, 
every situation. How you choose to tell your story changes everything including 
your mind.  If  you choose to be a victim, you tell yourself  that your life was horri-
ble and that you are destined to live a certain life. I assure you, you will prove your-
self  right.  What we focus on, we create.

You may have been in some really bad situations, which is very unfortunate.  
This doesn’t mean you are a victim, it just means that you may be currently think-
ing that way, potentially even subconsciously.

Maybe you feel that your life was really bad and that someone shouldn’t ever 
say that you had a good life because of  abuse, death or some other situation you 
were involved in.  The way you look at your life is relative.  Are you comparing 
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yourself  to someone else?  Are you comparing yourself  to someone who grew up 
in a “dream” situation or are you comparing yourself  to someone who is homeless 
and without a family?  This is really important to think about.  Often times, in 
coaching, I see others compare themselves to people that lived a different life as if  
comparing apples and oranges.  Just a thought, if  you compared yourself  to some-
one that had it worse, would that change the way you think?

In looking around, most of  us have had to deal with some sort of  horrible situa-
tion from alcoholic parents, abuse, broken homes, abandonment, adoption, mur-
der and plenty of  other things.  It is easy to get down on ourselves and feel as if  
the situations define us.  They actually don’t define you unless you allow it to.  The 
good thing is we are still alive, we can chose right now to focus on good things in 
our lives and not finding ways to be a victim of  our past.

You can take from the past what you want and leave the rest behind.  It is your 
choice what you chose to take or leave. Just remember, depending upon what you 
keep, your happiness will be affected by it.

REMEMBER THIS - The only way the past exists is within your mind.. you 
choose!  Knowing this will and can set you free.  The past is the past, make peace 
with it.  Arguing with it doesn’t help because the past is always right.  While you 
can't change your past, you can change the way you think about it and create A 
New Life Story, one that is much happier!

Focus

“If you chase two rabbits, BOTH will escape.” -Anonymous

How much of  what you think about is about what you don’t want to happen?  
Did you know the things you focus on you grow exponentially?  I know many 
friends who have been in bad relationships.  When they were finally able to break 
away, they would end up in another relationship with the same kind of  person.  I 
recall asking them what they want in a relationship and their response would be 
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“Well, I know what I don’t want!”  Here is where the problem surfaces.  When we 
focus on what we don't want, that is exactly what we get.  Instead of  focusing on 
what you don’t want, focus on what you do want.  Shifting your focus is an abso-
lute game changer. 

Do you find that you have obstacles or barriers that seem to get in your way?  
When you experience a barrier or obstacle, you begin to focus on it and therefore 
you can’t overcome it.  Try a totally different perspective.  Look at the obstacle as 
a challenge (this is a positive perspective).  This challenge is something that you 
can and will overcome.  It is not an obstacle (negative perspective).  Honestly, if  
you are experiencing an obstacle, you have unfortunately created it.  This is great 
news though because this also means you can get through it.

Kindness

“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.” - Winston 

Churchill

Gratitude and kindness both have a close relation to subjective happiness.  The 
difference between the two is that Gratitude is an emotion while Kindness is a 
behavior.  As I drove up to the drive-thru window at Starbucks, I was greeted by 
the barista who told me the previous customer had paid for my coffee.  What did I 
do?  I kindly paid for the drinks of  the person behind me.  You see, Kindness is 
contagious.   Open up your inbox and write an email praising or thanking some-
one for something they did or simply for being a great friend. Send someone a 
hand written card of  appreciation for being a good person. Open the door for 
strangers. It’s the unexpected things in life that will bring a smile to those receiving 
your random act of  kindness as well as your own.  Things like writing a note to 
someone you appreciate go a long way! You can show kindness by helping some-
one in need or by "Paying it forward".  You never know how you will affect the per-
son receiving your acts of  kindness.  Make kindness one of  your fundamental be-
haviors, you will find an immediate improvement in your happiness by doing so.
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Gratitude and the Silver Lining

Gratitude is simply your internal appreciation of  what you have.  Are you ap-
preciative for the friends you have or that you have a job?  There are things 
around us every moment that we should be grateful for.  So, I ask you, what are 
you grateful for?

Maybe you are upset because your remote unlock button on your keychain 
does not work well.  Instead of  getting upset about it, be grateful you have a 
vehicle.  There are a lot of  people who do not have one.  If  someone makes a 
negative comment, try to refocus that person on something positive.  Every situa-
tion and I mean every situation has a silver lining. Even in the passing of  a family 
member or friend. We can be thankful that we were able to know such an amazing 
person where others were not so fortunate. Even in termination. it was probably a 
job you didn't like anyway and as long as you hold on to one job, it is much harder 
to find one that is better suited for you.

So, how do you become more grateful?  Write down three new things you are 
grateful for every day for the next 21 days.  This exercise trains your brain to scan 
for the positive things in your life.  Here is another one,  each day, write about one 
positive experience you have had within the last 24 hours. This will allow you to 
re-live that experience.  Gratitude has been known to significantly raise your happi-
ness.

Avoid Judgments

“Things aren’t as they seem.” - Iris Proverb

Are you making judgements of  others?  Have you considered the path they 
have walked? It is so easy to judge others and this negativity can evolve into other 
areas of  your life.  A positive perspective will almost pave the way to happiness on 
its own.  When we look at people and start to make conclusions, we are usually do-
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ing this from a small perspective of  their life or maybe even our own.  We don't 
really know the road they have traveled.  We don't see the psychological damages 
one may have.  In a life of  happiness, there is no room for judging others.

Celebrate

In the pursuit of  our goals, it is easy to forget to look back at just how far we 
have come. It is easy to forget just how much we have grown. As with any solid 
goal, you have a means for measurement. You will have a measuring stick that 
shows you how you are coming along. Do not forget to appreciate the growth you 
have developed thus far. There is a good chance you are now doing something that 
you once thought might be impossible. Our life is a journey, so make sure to appre-
ciate it. Take a moment to look back at where you were when you first started and 
where you are now. Remind yourself  that the dedication you have to your goal is 
actually paying off. You are better today than you were yesterday as you continue 
to build habits that help you achieve your goals. Be growth aware, it is empower-
ing to see just how far you have come!! Remember IM-POSSIBLE, you are proof  
of  it!

It is important to reward yourself  for meeting and exceeding goals.  This helps 
to keep your fire burning and your desire to continue stays intact.

Exercise

Exercise is not only great for your body, it is also great for your mind.  Exercis-
ing teaches your brain that behavior and habit does actually matter.  In fact, behav-
ior and habits matter more than any goal you can set.  If  you don’t set the right 
habits or behaviors, you will not meet the goals you want to meet.

The power of  exercise is highly documented as being able to cure things like de-
pression and anxiety. A 2012 study in PLOS Medicine states that 2.5 hours of  
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moderate exercise per week increase life expectancy by 3.5 years. Live a longer 
happier life, Exercise!

Friends

Are you hanging around Negative Nancy’s?  Statistics show we are happier 
around happy people.  I am sure you have heard misery loves company.

Take a look at those around you most.  Did you know that you can look at the 
top 3 or 4 people you spend most of  your time with and see a reflection of  who 
you will become?  It is true! You will most likely start to mimic them, subcon-
sciously.   This includes their behaviors, actions and even their communication 
skills.  For better or worse, you will mirror them.  In social psychology, you will 
hear mirror genes heavily discussed.  Mirror genes help us understand many of  
the reasons behind why we do what we do.  We are influenced subconsciously re-
garding our surroundings including our friends.  Mirror genes are responsible for 
people who watch a sport and then want to go play it.  They are also responsible 
for our movements when we are watching a movie and “almost”act out something 
within the scene (like avoiding a hit to the face).

Here are a few examples:

• You may never use inappropriate language, however, as you begin to hang out 
with someone who often uses inappropriate language, you will start to mimic 
them by using the same language.

•When you were younger and hanging out with the wrong crowd - you did 
things that you naturally wouldn't have done if  you were not in that crowd.  This 
would always upset your mother.

•When you walk into a room and subconsciously see everyone sitting in a cer-
tain position, you will likely follow suit and sit just like them.
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•Your best friend doesn't trust anyone and tells you to never trust people as they 
all lie.. Guess what you end up doing?

What is interesting is that we usually do this without even knowing.   Our sub-
conscious mind controls us more than we recognize.

Emotions are highly contagious.

Poisonous people are everywhere; if  you spend a significant amount of  time 
with them, you may very well become poisonous yourself.  If  you are in a meeting 
and someone makes a negative statement, there is a high likelihood that someone 
else will bring up more negative statements.

A driven personality can be negatively influenced by friends who are not as 
driven.  Lets role-play, it’s a Saturday morning and you need to get to the gym yet 
your friends want you to do something else.  They may jokingly make fun of  you 
or even call you out in an attempt to get you to do what they want you to do.  If  
you have goals that you are working towards and dreams you want to achieve, re-
member that your friends could potentially get in the way.  This is where you need 
to know your priorities.  Are you willing to push off  your goals and dreams?  We 
are creatures of  habit.  If  you push your goals and dreams off  once, you will find a 
reason to push them off  again, and again, and again.  Good friends understand 
and want the best for you.  Are these the kind of  friends you have?  Are these the 
kinds of  friends you actually want?

Find friends that want the same things in life.  If  you want to be a successful 
business man or real estate agent, surround yourself  with people who are success-
ful in business and real estate.  If  you want to be a successful triathlete, find friends 
who are successful triathletes.  Since science tells us we mimic our friends, this 
sounds like a win-win.  As they say, if  you are the smartest person in the room, you 
are in the wrong room.  Surround yourself  with smarter people than you are.

Since emotions are highly contagious, find friend who are compassionate, lov-
ing and kind.  Those are the friends that will get you places instead of  limiting 
you. 
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A good exercise, write down the top three-five qualities you see in yourself.  
Now, look at your closest friends.  Do they represent these qualities?  If  they do 
not, consider finding new friends and/or figure out why you are looking for friends 
who get in the way of  your best you.

In order to live, I mean truly live, you must be happy.  Evaluate your friend-
ships on a deep personal level, you owe it to yourself  to have the best.  If  you have 
friends which bring out your worst, part ways with them.  You only have one life to 
live, why waste it being sad or mad?  For every minute you are upset is a minute 
you will never get back.  Are you ok with that?  No one can take your happiness 
from you without your permission.  You truly are in total control.  To keep poison-
ous friends around is to accept, tolerate and even mimic their behavior.  Think 
about it.

Remember, bad friends are very easy to find!  Don't waste your time on them, 
instead find the friends that will help you to become better, not worse. 

LIVE

I was speaking to a friend the other day about something they had recently 
experienced.  They had a medical emergency and, at that time, thought they actu-
ally may not make it out alive.  It was a very powerful conversation, not just in the 
fact that they had an emergency though. There was a lesson to be taught here.  It 
was powerful because it gave them a reality check on the short life we live.  Many 
people say they have lived a fulfilled life, one where they have accomplished many 
things and feel good about what legacy they leave behind.  It is in that moment 
when you think you are going to die that reality shakes you up!  You begin to real-
ize that you are not as ready as you thought and you don’t want to leave this 
planet just yet.  A sense of  urgency overwhelms the mind and now, A new found 
drive to survive and a reason to continue on at a much faster pace.

Tomorrow is not a guarantee, in fact, neither is any time ahead of  now.  When 
you live:
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• LIVE on purpose,

• Live to leave a legacy,

• Live to be someone’s HERO,

• Live to be selfless.

Whatever you have, give it your all!   The last place you want to be is on your 
death bed not ready to die because there are so many things you still want to do.. 
as Nike says, “JUST DO IT”…. and do it .. now…before it is too late!
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C H A P T E R  2

Final Thoughts

Lets be honest with each other.  To be happy or unhappy is truly your choice. 
You are powerful beyond measure and that includes being in control of  your hap-
piness.  Be thankful for what you do have instead of  dwelling on what you don’t 
have.  Learn to live a life of  happiness by following this book.  Now that you know 
your purpose, align your life with it!

The real world certainly comes with challenges every single day.  Being happy 
doesn't mean you should be blind to those challenges.  In fact, happiness will bring 
your mind to focus on the greatness around you.  Happiness will help you work 
through those challenges in a positive manner.  You will perform better.  You will 
sleep better.  You will live better.  

Did you know happiness is contagious?

A waterfall started with a single drop and grew to be something that memorizes 
people.  Happiness can do the same thing and it starts with you!  Be that first rain 
drop to those around you.  You can make a difference in this world.  Yes, you!  Just 
ask Rosa Parks how powerful one person can be.

Now is the time to act!   Make a decision that from now on,  you stop waiting

• until you get a new job,

• until you lose weight,

• until you get stronger,

• until you get married,

• until it gets warmer,
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• until the sun comes out,

• and most importantly.. until tomorrow.. 

For every minute you live unhappy, that is minute you accept being unhappy 
which you can’t give back.  This is your life!  It is that time... Time to take control!

Spread love, joy and happiness.  Be grateful for what we have and I promise 
you, the world will become a different place not only for you but those around 
you!

Living life to the fullest simply put, is living a happy life.  Everything is easier 
when we are happy, wouldn't you agree?  Yet, many of  us

• choose to live in unhappy circumstances,

• choose to date/marry people who treat us bad,

• choose to work in positions that limit our happiness,

• choose to live a life of  fear and worry.

Notice I used “CHOOSE” as living this way is a choice.  Why do we do these 
things?  Here is one thought.. As I mentioned before,  a child can watch the same 
show over and over again, heck, you may still do it as an adult.  We have a subcon-
scious desire to find patterns in life, to know what is coming next.  We feel more at 
ease (even though we are not) when we stick within the pattern.  Maybe you recog-
nize the people you date are like your parents, this too is a pattern and something 
we tend to fall back to.  The key to happiness is recognition of  the patterns which 
present unhappiness, the old story, and unlocking it.  Once unlocked, you can gen-
erate a new story, one of  happiness.

A Happier you is a Healthier you!  One that lives longer, is more creative and 
productive!! There is no better moment than now.  If  you don’t take control of  
your happiness, who will?

What you need to do!

Focus on doing the things below and happiness will find YOU!
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• Choose to love yourself ! 
Choose to invest in yourself ! – If  you struggle, reach out to a Coach or Thera-
pist,

• Choose to not worry what others think of  you,

• Choose to not compare yourself  to others, in their looks or successes,

• Choose to not dwell on the past ( it is over!)

• Choose to Live in the moment, tomorrow is not guaranteed,

• Choose to not feel sorry for yourself  – accept where you are and make a plan 
to move forward in a different direction,

• Choose to STAY POSITIVE!

• Choose to evaluate your friends, if  the top 5 people you hang out with are un-
happy.. guess what you will continue to be?  Find happy friends.

• Choose to forgive those who have wronged you.  Trust me, this takes the load 
off  you immediately,

• Choose to give to others, and  choose be happy.

Be happy! 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